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gence and covert action—the unavoid-
able tension between them. As a lifelong
student of democratic theory, he deeply
understood and acknowledged the need
for oversight. As an intelligence profes-
sional, he lived with the need for secrecy.
He sought to resolve the tension by
recourse, ultimately, to professionalism
— by adherence to the highest and most
self-critical standards of responsible per-
formance.

And did he ever perform as a scholar
among intelligence professionals! The
lamp was lit on his desk six, seven eve-
nings every week: no use ringing him at
home or expecting him at wine-tastings
(a favorite form of relaxation to which he
brought his typical, full-bore intensity)
much before nine or ten o'clock. He
never stopped gathering data or testing
hypotheses or sweating the details. He
imposed tremendous burdens on himself
because of the rigor with which he
defined his calling—and because of the
unabashed, unapologetic love he bore for
the country he thus was serving.

Seymour was, without restraint or limit,
a patriot. His love of country was not un-
critical and never simplistic. But it ran
very pure and very deep. So too did his
love for the more inward "nations" of
family and colleagues and friends. How-
ever stern and unbending he may have
tried to appear, he was in the end a push-
over—a veritable Jewish Mother among
husbands and fathers, with boundless
pride in the late-evolving scholarly ac-
complishments of his much-loved Stacee
(it was Analouise only in formal usage)
and the growth (in age and wisdom and
prudence and achievement) of the three
marvelous children on whom he doted,
for whom every sacrifice was simply
their due. Seymour seemed always to be
quite amazed at the distinction of his cir-
cle of friends, and the honor they did him
by accepting him into the circle. But he
had it all wrong. It was we who luxuri-
ated in the bountiful and variable feast of
his friendship.

Seymour Bolten, by right, by rich desert,
was accorded full military honors on his
burial at the Arlington National Cemetery
overlooking the District of Columbia. His
gravesite is located near the intersection
of Eisenhower and Bradley drives. It is an

appropriate place indeed for his eternal
rest.

Charles M. Lichenstein
The Heritage Foundation

James Smoot Coleman

Jim Coleman died on Saturday, April 20,
1985, at age 66. His passing is unutter-
ably sad. For all of us who were his stu-
dents, his colleagues, and his friends,
there is the sense that he is absolutely
irreplaceable. His unique combination of
personal qualities and capacities enabled
him to do the work of several and gave
him a profoundly meaningful place in our
lives. Jim touched us in special ways and
even now we wonder what will become
of the monumental assignments that he
assumed as his final challenges: the crea-
tion of a multi-disciplinary program in
international development studies at
UCLA and the completion of a volume on
the role of education in third world
development.

So many of Jim's qualities stand out as
larger than life that merely to inventory
them is daunting. One calls to mind his
pioneering theoretical contributions to
political science and development stud-
ies; his monumental contributions to the
study of African politics; his legendary
capacity for work; his uncanny admin-
istrative skills that combined meticulous
attention to detail with a grand and
sweeping vision; and a personal style
that has been variously described as
saintly, fatherly, incredibly self-effacing
and touched with the quality of grace. All
of us who came into contact with Jim
brought away an enlarged sense of our-
selves and our abilities.

Jim's intellectual contributions are endur-
ing. The list of scholars who acknowl-
edge an enduring debt just to his classic
article "Nationalism in Tropical Africa"
(American Political Science Review,
1954), is practically endless. A few
years after its appearance, Thomas
Hodgkin publicly stated that he was per-
sonally so moved by this article that he
wrote his most famous book, National-
ism in Colonial Africa, as a response. The
University of California Press has paid its
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own special tribute to Jim's first book,
Nigeria: Background to Nationalism, by
keeping that volume in print 27 years. It
remains the essential starting point for
understanding that country's contem-
porary political history.

Jim and Gabriel Almond co-edited and
co-authored The Politics of the Develop-
ing Areas, the book that introduced func-
tional analysis to the political study of the
non-western world. Generations of polit-
ical scientists have quoted it repeatedly
ever since—in term papers, in field exam-
inations, and in professional publications.
What syllabus of basic contributions to
the comparative study of the developing
world would be complete without Politi-
cal Parties and National Integration in
Tropical Africa, co-edited and co-
authored with Carl Rosberg in 1964, or
Education and Political Development
(1965)? Being included in a volume that
Jim Coleman edited was a little like an
assurance of academic immortality, not
because of the quality of one's own
essay, but because it was certainty that
scholars would turn to that volume for
generations hence to see what Jim had
to say.

For a person whose published works are
the required reading of the profession,
Jim was less wedded to his ideas than
most. He was constantly prepared to try
something new, and sometimes immor-
talized a journal just by doing so. Few of
us would seek out the library call number
of the somewhat obscure Makerere Uni-
versity journal, Mawazo, had Jim not
published his timeless article, "The
Resurrection of Political Economy" in it in
1967. As a reappraisal of what political
scientists might be doing to study the
development process more effectively,
that article still can't be beat. Other ideas
that Jim legitimized, just by trying them
out, include policy-oriented and policy-
relevant research, the notion of the uni-
versity as a developmental institution,
and the importance of political capacity
as an aspect of modernization.

Jim's writing style reflected his personal
style: each piece was a rich biblio-
graphical essay encyclopedically survey-
ing the literature on the topic at hand.
And Jim's treatment of others' contribu-
tions was consistently and inevitably

appreciative. Intrinsic to Jim's writing
style was the attribution of his ideas to
others. Somehow, those ideas as he pre-
sented them sounded more profound,
more persuasive and infinitely better-
reasoned than in the original. Jim treated
people the same way, always taking
enormous pains to convey that what he
did or said was the outgrowth of sugges-
tions made by others.

Jim was a tireless booster of other peo-
ple. How many of us, over the years,
received early morning phone calls from
Jim in which he would say, in one way or
another, "you're not asking me to do
enough for you." His supportiveness
knew no ideological boundaries. If, as we
all knew, Jim was an exemplar of liberal
social science in development studies, he
was also, with logical consistency and
deep conviction, a constant patron of
radical and revolutionary scholars.
Indeed, Jim Coleman actively encour-
aged the work of those who were among
his most severe intellectual critics as well
as those with whom he shared a com-
monality of views. He treated projects
and programs that he was involved with
identically, often calling in the early
morning to ask what sorts of resources
he could provide. Jim had clear and
strong ideas about academic administra-
tion and how to achieve institutional
excellence. His ideas included "build on
excellence" and "recognize differential
merit and support i t . " Yet, such was
Jim's personal style that he never re-
vealed what he considered less than ex-
cellent or which persons he may have
deemed less than supportable. It seemed
that all areas of international studies had
his attention and support and that all the
scholars he dealt with had his esteem and
commendation. One's own performance
was then the measure of excellence.

Institutions grew and developed under
his touch. He was founder-director of
UCLA's African Studies Center and its
programmatic profile continues to reflect
the momentum he imparted 25 years
ago. Early in his academic career, Jim
decided that building institutions in Africa
was more important than doing so in this
country, and in 1965 he accepted an in-
vitation to join the Rockefeller Founda-
tion, to head its University Development
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Program in eastern Africa. It is indicative
of his remarkable organizational skills
that he endowed such institutions as the
Makerere Institute of Social Research and
the University of Nairobi's Institute of
Development Studies with a truly miracu-
lous capacity for survival.

When he returned to UCLA in the sum-
mer of 1978, it was to chair a small cam-
pus unit called the Chancellor's Commit-
tee on International and Comparative
Studies (CCICS). CCICS' role was to
advise the administration on international
programs. By the spring of 1984, CCICS
had become ISOP, International Studies
and Overseas Programs. Its role was no
longer advisory, but allocative. For Jim
had been entrusted with nearly a dozen
faculty positions to distribute, basically
according to his own best judgment as
to how these might advance the field of
comparative international studies.

Jim Coleman made it fun to be an admin-
istrative colleague because he was
always there to laugh at the difficulties
and straighten out the mistakes. He also
made the job a good deal easier because
he did a disproportionate share of the
work. His constant attention to and un-
varying respect for the work of others
made it appealing to be an academic col-
league. His appreciation impelled all of us
to exercise a little more of ourselves,
partly because of the positive anticipa-
tion of being able to show him a new
piece of work. In all of this, he endowed
university administration with a broader
sense of purpose. And he believed in the
strongest possible way that every person
called upon could make a contribution to
that purpose.

This bare outline of Jim's personal quali-
ties and scholarly and administrative
achievements barely begins to take the
measure of the man. Nor do these
accomplishments alone account for his
extraordinary reputation in the milieu of
African studies. For 20 years, he was the
unofficial American ambassador for
higher education in Africa. He knew
Africa as well as any American of his
time. The home and hearth that he and
his wife, Ursula, made in Los Angeles
were also home and hearth to African
scholars.

The pain of Jim's sudden death is so
much the greater because it left no
opportunity to tell him how much he and
his work meant. His generous praise of
the work of others was matched by an
almost resolute avoidance of reference to
his own contributions. Jim was an im-
placably private person and the mere
mention of these seemed to cause him
embarrassment. News of Jim's death
was couched in terms of a "massive"
heart attack. Upon reflection, the phrase
is meet: Jim was larger than life. No
ordinary heart attack could possibly have
felled him or prevented him from doing
what he most wanted to do: continue to
involve himself with us in the search for
excellence.

Joel Barkan, Gerald Bender,
Michael Lofchie, Richard Sisson,

Richard Sklar, C. S. Whitaker
University of California, Los Angeles

Morris Davis

The faculty of political science at the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
regrets to inform members in the profes-
sion of the death of our colleague Morris
Davis who passed away April 5, 1985.

Morris was born in Boston on October 9,
1933. He graduated cum laude from Har-
vard College in 1954, and completed the
doctoral program at Princeton University,
receiving the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in
1958. He taught at the University of
Wisconsin, Dalhousie University, Nova
Scotia, and Tulane University before
coming to the University of Illinois in
1965. His research interests and
achievements attracted many grants and
fellowships, from among others the
Social Sciences Research Council, the
Guggenheim Foundation, the Ford Foun-
dation, and the National Academy of
Science. The wide scope of his work is
indicated by the variety of the places in
which it appeared. In addition to four
books (two co-authored), his numerous
articles appear in such journals as The
Journal of Conflict Resolution, Inter-
national Organization, Journal of Devel-
oping Areas, Public Opinion Quarterly,
Ethics, Midwest Journal of Political Sci-
ence and Classical Philosophy.
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